Summa ry o f F inal Boa rd Determina tion
1199 for Maya
Independent Spender, 2021
Independent Spender Summary
Independent Spender

1199 for Maya

Authorized Representative

Alexander Rabb

Net Expenditures to date

$1,578,945

Net Contributions to date

$1,538,700

Penalties

$41,523

Candidates Supported

Maya Wiley

Candidates Opposed

N/A

Penalties Summary
Violation
1. Failure to disclose the name of a leader
2. Failing to file
Total Penalties

1.

Failing to disclose the name of a leader

Penalty
$250
$41,273
$41,523

$250

Independent spenders are required to disclose the leaders (principal owners, partners, board
members and officers, or their equivalents) of each organization that contributes to the independent
spender. See Board Rule 14-02(d)(ii)(A).
On June 16, 2021, the Spender reported a $12,700 contribution from Traviseo Consulting
Group for which no leadership information was reported.
The Board assessed a penalty of $250 for this violation.
2.

Failing to file

$41,273

Independent spenders are required to file complete and timely disclosure statements on
scheduled dates. See Board Rules 14-02, 14-03. A late filing of a disclosure statement is a failure to file
if it is not filed before the deadline of the subsequent statement, or in the case of daily disclosure

required in the 14 days prior to an election (starting June 8, 2021 for the primary election), within three
days of its due date or two days before Election Day, whichever is earlier.
On June 16, 2021, the Spender submitted a daily disclosure statement that included a TV/cable
advertisement titled For All of Us Ad, distributed on June 8. The communication should have been
reported in a June 9 daily disclosure and was seven days late, constituting a failure to file.
On June 18, the Spender submitted a daily disclosure statement that included three mass
mailing communications: Mail Piece 1 (distributed June 4) and Mail Piece 2 (distributed June 7) were
reported seven days late and Mail Piece 3 (distributed June 11) was reported six days late, constituting
a failure to file for all three communications.
On June 21, the Spender submitted its last daily disclosure filing before the June 22 primary
election. The filing included four newly disclosed communications Poster (distributed June 8), Palm
Card (distributed June 8), Newspaper Ad – Russian (distributed June 10), and Print Ads (distributed June
10), as well as an additional advertising buy dated June 18 for For All of Us Ad. The communications
distributed June 8 were reported 12 days late, the communications distributed June 10 were reported
10 days late, and the additional expenditure was not reported at least two days prior to Election Day,
constituting a failure to file for all four communications.
The Board assessed total penalties of $41,523 for these violations.

